MEDIA STATEMENT
SAA HAS SIGNED A CO-OPERATION AGREEMENT WITH LOCAL CARRIER CEMAIR

Johannesburg (7 December 2021) - SAA has signed a co-operation agreement with local and regional carrier
CemAir that extends the route network reach of both operators and offers customers using both airlines on
a multi-destination voyage a seamless check-in experience.
SAA’s Interim Chief Executive Officer Thomas Kgokolo says, “Airlines the world over constantly strive for
efficiency and the benefit for the customer is that this agreement is convenient and lowers the cost of
booking one ticket instead of two separate tickets. Fares will be issued on one itinerary and ticket,
guaranteeing connectivity to more than one destination. It also allows passengers to through check-in their
baggage between connecting flights of the two carriers without going through an entire check-in process
again.”
Over the past few years, we have watched CemAir grow into a respected aviation brand with a loyal and
growing customer base. This interline arrangement enables flight scheduling connection and flexibility for
time-sensitive passengers. It also adds more destinations to the route network of both airlines. These
additional routes are ones not currently serviced by SAA and includes Luanda, Durban, Hoedspruit, George,
Kimberly, Bloemfontein, Plettenberg Bay, Margate, Sishen and Gqeberha. We are thrilled to be partnering
with CemAir”, says Kgokolo.
Miles van der Molen, Chief Executive Officer of CemAir said, “We are excited to partner with South African
Airways, one of the oldest airlines on the continent and a brand known by perhaps every South African. Our
interline partnership will provide our customers with savings and convenience as passengers can now
seamlessly connect between the two growing networks. As we continue our expansion during the Covid
period, we realise now more than ever that partnerships are key to our success and working with SAA could
not have come at a better time. We hope this is just the first step in a commercial partnership that will last
many years.”
This interline agreement informs SAA’s continuing strategy to grow the carrier, responsibly, profitably, and
sustainably after resuming operations at the end of September.
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